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Yogas in Horoscope for Accumulating Extreme
Wealth

Yogas in Horoscope for Accumulating Extreme Wealth (wealth horoscope)

People over the time are fortunate by the financial astrologers for so many
personal reasons. The normal business houses in Delhi, Noida, Gurgaon, Bhopal,
Punjab, Mumbai, Jaipur, Goa, Bangalore, etc., ask the service of best astrologers
who premonition for the longer run of business and profitable deals for them.
These astrologers give forecast by go through the essential qualities of the
planetary positions (Yogas) within the individual’s birth chart that unzip the
modes of sourcing of wealth comes. Yogas are the peculiar features of Indian
Vedic astrology, which are nothing but the planetary combinations and their
positions that cause results. Let’s have a glimpse at the generic Yogas that
generate gains wealth through lotteries, share market, and other career.

Dhanayog (wealth yogas in astrology) is made in many ways in the horoscope.
If a Dhanyog is made directly, then in many coils, a person becomes rich by his
own labour, then there are many coils in which wealth is accidentally found
without any hard work. In this article we will describe many types of Dhanayog
found in the horoscope.
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In the horoscope the relation of the second house, the fifth house, the ninth
house and the eleventh house (bhava) is interconnected with each other in any
way (by change of aspect, position, placing or Ascendant). It is called
Dhanayog. If this combination is being made in good mood then you will get
good results.

Dhanayog is formed even if the zodiac sign of Dashmesh (10th house lord) and

Navamesh (9th house lord) is changed, provided these sins are not afflicted.

Income Yogas

If the lord of the eleventh house in the horoscope is Sun or Moon, then the
person can get income from the government job.
If Mangal lord of elleventh (Ekadesh) is there, then one can get good
position.
If there is a monogamous Mercury in the horoscope, you can get money
from education, from son or from family.
If lord of elleventh (Ekadesh) is a Guru then money can come from religious
works.
If lord of elleventh (Ekadesh) is Venus, then money can come from the
woman, from Manihari (selling bangles), horses can benefit.
If lord of elleventh (Ekadesh) is Saturn, then you can get money from the
badness.
(Along with the above yogas, a complete analysis of the horoscope should
be done because the complete statement based on one yoga can never
be said.)

Sudden Gain

If there is a mutation between the Secondary and the Ascendant in the
horoscope, then there can be a sudden gain of wealth in life. (If there is pain
then this yoga will become weak)
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Indu Yoga

This yoga is used in Jaimini and this yoga is also seen from the strong
Ashtakavarga. Indu means Moon, Moon's role is important in this calculation.
Some calculations are done in the horoscope to see this yoga. Rahu and Ketu
are not included in the calculation and the digit number of the remaining seven
planets has been determined, which is as follows.

Sun        30

Moon    16

Tue        6

Wed      8

Thurs     10

Fri           12

Sat          1

Now add the number of the owners of whatever amount comes from ninth lord
(Navamesh) from the lagna and ninth lord (Navamesh) from the Moon and
divide it by 12 and note the remaining balance, if the remainder remains zero
then in that case 12 Let's take the number. Now in the horoscope, you will see the
moon in which house it is located and the number remaining, then counting
from the moon and counting it to the remaining number.

Suppose the Moon is placed in the seventh house in a horoscope, and the
remaining eight are left, then the seventh house will be counted from the
seventh house, which comes in the second house. In this way, the second house
becomes Indus lagna. Now the strength of Indus Lagna will be seen if there is no
inauspicious planet in it or Indus Lagnesh is not located in inauspicious
sentiments or inauspicious planets. The more this yoga is, the more beneficial it
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will be.

If no planet is located in the Indus Lagna, then it is not considered to be very
auspicious, then only the position of Indus Lagna is seen. If one auspicious
planet is located in the Indus lagna then the person can become a millionaire. If
one sin planet is located in the Indus lagna then the person is a millionaire and
two sin planets are located, then the person plays in thousands.

Millionaire Yoga (astrology and wealth)

If in a birth chart the Sun is situated in the third house, the Moon in the ninth
house and Jupiter (Jupiter) in the fifth house then the person can be a
millionaire. No planet should suffer.

If there are auspicious planets in the sixth, seventh and eighth house from the
Moon in the horoscope or in any two of these houses, then the zamindar is a
millionaire.

Kuber Dhan Yoga

If Jupiter is in the fifth house of the horoscope, the Moon is placed in the ninth
house and the Sun is located in the third house, then Kuber Yoga is formed in
which the arrival of Lakshmi in the person's house would gradually increase.

Dhan Vradhi Yoga

In the horoscope, being the lord of Guru Dhan Bhava and situated in your
constellation in the ninth house (this will be possible only in Scorpio ascendant)
then the wealth of the person will increase by the day.

If the above is being made in the horoscope then the native also gets ancestral
property.

Money Collection Strength

If the lord of wealth is situated in the horoscope of Mercury especially in
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Jyeshta in Mars horoscope, the person collects wealth. (This will be possible
only in Libra ascendant).
If Dhanesh Mars is situated in the Asha Nakshatra of Mercury then the
person collects the property and if Dhanesh Mangal is situated in Revathi
Nakshatra then the native collects money due to miser.

Rich Yoga

The native is wealthy and rich when he is looking at the eleventh house of
the horoscope.
The Moon and Jupiter are located in the tenth house of the horoscope, then
the native is wealthy as well as a scholar, donor and a kirtivan.
In the horoscope when the Venus is situated in the eleventh house in the
male zodiac, then the native is rich.
If there are many planets that have seen the eleventh house from the
ascendant, then the native is rich.
It is believed that when the Guru is situated in the eleventh house, the
person increases wealth from the 32nd year or thereafter.
If Jupiter is situated in the Ascendant in a horoscope and all the planets
come between Jupiter and Saturn, then such a person is Lakshmipati.

Others Money attainment Yoga

In the eighth house of the horoscope, if the guru of the higher one is
situated in full forceful form, then the native gets alien wealth.
If Venus of Taurus, Libra and Pisces in the horoscope is located in the eighth
house, then the native can get the wealth.
If Saturn is situated in Capricorn or Aquarius in the fourth house of the
horoscope, then the native can get other’s money.
In the fourth house, Venus of the high is situated, when there is sight of
Mars on it, chances of getting wealth are made.
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Dhan Yoga by son

There are many such people who work hard all their life but do not raise
enough money but when the son is worth earning money then he gets
money from him or with the help of his son. Let us see what types of
horoscopes are there: -
If second house lord sitting in a horoscope and is sitting with fifth house
lord, then the sum of wealth is made by the son.
If there is a marriage in the horoscope, a relationship is being formed with
the second and fifth person, then there is a possibility of luck of the person
by the son. top astrologers in delhi, best career astrologer in delhi, shastri, acharya,

acharya v shastri, v acharya,

If the fifth house in the horoscope is located in the ninth house and the
ninth is also there, then the son or progeny get money.
The son-teacher is situated in the fifth house of the horoscope, and even if
there is a vision of the Navamsa, it makes yoga.
The wealth is received by the son even when fifth house lord and Jupiter
are associated with ninth house lord.

 Parental wealth (Every one ask - will i be wealthy astrology kundli)

In the second house of the horoscope, if a higher planet is situated, then it
is possible to receive ancestral wealth.
Second house lord should be situated in the ninth house in the horoscope.
Second house lord should be placed in own house but not visible from
eleventh house lord.
In the fifth house of the birth chart, ninth house lord and second house lord
are situated.
Ketu should be located in the 2nd house of the horoscope or the 2nd house
in the eleventh house.
The first house of the horoscope is called the body of the body, then the
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second house is the ancestral wealth, so the relation of the second house,
the lord of the second house with the fifth and ninth house makes the sum
of the inherited property.

Dhan Yoga from Mother

Mother is seen from the fourth house of the horoscope and the second house is
the money house, then there is a possibility of getting wealth by the mother
when there is a combination of fourth and fourth in any horoscope. Even if the
horoscope is visible on the second or horoscope in the horoscope or if the
second aspect of the fourth is visible on the fourth, then the mother gets wealth.
If the Moon is situated in the tenth house in the birth chart of a person, then
such a person does farming or business but he also gets money by his mother.

Lakshmi Yoga

According to the horoscope, the predominance of worldly pleasures is seen
from Venus and considering the planet Jupiter as a factor of wealth, wealth
accumulation is considered by them. best astrologer in Dwarka delhi, astrologer

in delhi ncr,

In the horoscope, if the three Lagnesh, second house lord and eleventh
house lord are self-respecting, then the person will be rich.
Lakshmi attainment yoga is made even if there is a mutual change
between the second and the second half.
If Lagnesh is situated in the second house of the horoscope and the
second house of the second horoscope or if it is situated in the second
house of the eleventh house lord Kundali, then Lakshmi Yoga is formed. top

astrologer in Gurgaon, famous astrologer in Gurgaon,

Moon in the horoscope, along with Venus, is located in auspicious sign but
not in the sixth house.

Lottery Yoga
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If the Moon is sitting in the fifth house of the horoscope and Venus is seen
on it, then the native gets money by lottery.
In the horoscope, the second and fourth are situated in the zodiac of the
auspicious planet, auspicious

For more information related to astrology, contact Best Astrologer in Dwarka,
Gurgoan and Delhi NCR, Acharya V Shastri: + 91-9205722942
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